
[This is a brief overview of Leadnow’s plan for 2014-15. If you have more questions about our                
election strategy, please email us at connect@leadnow.ca]

The Context

The next Canadian federal election is expected to take place in 2015, and the stakes couldnít be                
higher. While a majority of Canadians oppose Prime Minister Harperís agenda and support            
action on climate change and inequality, Harper has a structural advantage: our electoral            
system. In the last election, our outdated ìfirst-past-the-postî system, coupled with low voter            
turnout, led to a majority-Conservative government with less than 40% of the popular vote.

We can make a difference by engaging hundreds of thousands to vote for progress on electoral               
reform, climate justice and reducing inequality in key ridings across the country. With an election              
expected in 14-20 months, we are focusing on expanding and skilling-up a network of local              
organizing teams who can engage their communities in the lead up to the election. Establishing              
an effective on-the-ground network of leaders, supported by Leadnow staff, will help us hold             
Stephen Harper to a minority government, and - crucially - pressure and support progressive             
parties to cooperate in Parliament after the next election to fix our electoral system, to take               
meaningful action on climate change and to build a fairer economy.

Our Priorities for 2014-2015

Ɣ Run “rapid response” campaigns to challenge this government’s agenda and invite more           
people to be part of Leadnow

Ɣ Build a network of local leaders to organize in communities
Ɣ Organize in key ridings to make a difference in the next election, and be ready for what                

comes next

We have completed an analysis of the previous election results, combined with the current             
redistricting process, and our communityís current geographic areas of greatest strength. We           
have identified the 60 closest ridings where a few hundred or a few thousand votes will be the                 
margin of victory between the Conservative candidate and the strongest opposition challenger. In            
each riding, an organizing effort could close that margin of victory by both engaging and              
mobilizing non-voters to vote and persuading progressive voters to focus their votes behind the             
candidate who has the best chance of defeating the Conservative incumbent.

Our plan is to ‘go-deep’ in 3-15 ridings, depending on funding, by hiring full-time, in-riding field               
organizers. In dozens of other critical ridings, regional coordinators will support volunteer leaders            
to increase voter turnout, consolidate the progressive vote and make sure democracy, climate            
and inequality are at the top of the agenda.

Summary of Leadnow’s Plan 2014-15
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The Plan

Beginning with Connect (February 27 - March 9), where we will seek community input on our               
plan and share practical next steps to launch the campaign, we will diligently identify and support               
leaders, build on-the-ground organizing muscle, and be prepared to exert influence on the 2015             
election and beyond. Together, we will:

Ɣ Create Community Action Teams: identify local leaders from our on-the-ground events          
and online community, build their organizing capacity, and support them in developing           
local Community Action Teams.

Ɣ Engage our communities: provide Community Action Teams with tools and support to           
connect with people around Leadnow campaigns (e.g. through rapid response         
campaigns, locally-driven campaigns using Leadnow’s distributed campaigning &       
organizing platform, social events, rallies, etc.)

Ɣ Crowd-source a Leadnow Community Platform: engage people across the country to          
participate in setting a shared agenda for progress on democracy, climate and equality.

Ɣ Develop “Vote Pledges”: Use the ideas in the community platform to create “Vote            
Pledges” that resonate in communities across the country (e.g “I pledge to vote for             
electoral reform” or “I pledge to vote for a shift to clean energy.” 

Ɣ Campaign on Vote Pledges: support Community Action Teams in campaigning to build           
enough support to make the vote pledges key election issues. ”Go-Deep” ridings will            
focus more on building community (i.e. canvassing with Vote Pledges), and other ridings            
will focus more on influencing the national conversation (i.e. visual media stunts).

Ɣ Selectively endorse local candidates: in ridings where our campaign has enough          
momentum to meaningfully influence an election outcome, we will facilitate a          
community-based candidate endorsement process.

Ɣ Get Out the Vote: support Community Action Teams to ensure supporters cast ballots            
on election day. In ridings where we’ve endorsed a candidate, the focus will be on turning               
out identified supporters of the preferred candidate; in other ridings on turning out vote             
pledge signers.

Ɣ Be prepared to campaign for post-election progressive cooperation: In the likely          
event of a Conservative minority government, we will spearhead a national campaign to            
create a groundswell of public support for the current opposition parties to cooperate for             
action in the new Parliament.

Ɣ Continue to organize after the election to push for bold action on climate,            

democracy and inequality: The real power of this strategy will be evident post-election,            
when the Leadnow community can support bold action on climate, democracy or           
inequality, or hold the government accountable.
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